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Abstract—Social Internet of Things (SIoT) enables IoT devices
to discover the services offered by each other using a social
network. The social network connects two devices if they have
a common owner or both manufactured by the same company
or they are situated at the same location etc. Centralized SIoT
platforms have security and privacy problems. We advance the
state of art in SIoT as we have developed a decentralized
SIoT platform. In a decentralized SIoT platform, the services
provided by a device is only known to its neighbours. Due
to such characteristics of decentralized SIoT platform, there
are several challenges in designing it, such as verification of
social neighbourhood, privacy-preserving search in SIoTs, and
scalability of SIoT platform. In this paper, we propose a
blockchain-based SIoT platform to mitigate these problems. Our
main contributions are: We developed a decentralized SIoT
platform that allows secure privacy-preserving method to verify
social neighbourhood a device, we developed a protocol to find
devices in the decentralized SIoT and we developed a high scale
decentralized SIoT platform using blockchain offline channels.
We prove the proposed decentralized SIoT platform is privacypreserving, secure, and scalable.
Index Terms—Social Internet of Things, Blockchains, Offline
channels

trust issues. In such a decentralized SIoT platform, only a
device knows its social neighbours. In this paper, we propose
to use blockchains to build a decentralized SIoT platform.
However, building a blockchain-based SIoT platform has the
following challenges:
•

•

I. I NTRODUCTION
Social Internet of Things (SIoT) [1], [2] exploits a social
structure among the IoT devices using co-ownership information of the devices, social network among the device owners,
common manufacturers of the devices, and common location
of the devices. In the state of the art, the SIoT platform is
centralized as a new device can register itself to the platform,
form a social neighbourhood and search the network created
by the social neighbourhood to find another device that is
providing a particular service. The state of the art research
in IoT have investigated protocols to register an IoT device to
the SIoT platform, algorithms to form efficient neighborhood
and algorithm to search.
However, a lack of trust in the centralized SIoT platform and
privacy issues may prevent participation in the SIoT platform.
A decentralized SIoT platform is suitable to mitigate these
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•

Verification of the social neighbourhood: In a decentralized SIoT platform, a device’s neighbourhood is only
known to the device. The lack of knowledge of SIoT
network topology creates the problem of verifying the
existence of paths between two devices. A malicious
device may use false social neighbourhood information.
Privacy preserving search: A primary objective of
SIoT is to find a device providing a particular service
[3]. In a centralized SIoT platform, devices register the
service they provide to a centralized entity. However, in a
decentralized SIoT platform, the services provided by a
device is only known to its neighbours. The challenge
in a decentralized SIoT platform is to develop a distributed search algorithm which do not reveal a social
neighbourhood and which hides the identity information
of the querying device and the result of the search.
Scalability: Scalability of decentralized SIoT platform is
an issue. A blockchain-based SIoT platform may inherit
the blockchain’s scalability problems.

Our main contributions are as follows:
1) We developed a blockchain offline channel-based SIoT
platform which is highly scalable as the offline channels
significantly reduce the number of transactions needed
to be recorded in the blockchain. We improve the state of
art [1], [4] in SIoT by providing a scalable blockchainbased platform.
2) We developed a secure and privacy-preserving social
neighbourhood formation protocols using blockchain
offline channels. This social neighbourhood formation
protocol is secure as a device may not wrongfully claim
to be owned by a device owner. This protocol is privacypreserving as only a device knows its neighbours. Two
devices may be neighbours of each other but our protocol ensures that they will not know remaining members
of each other’s neighbours. We improve the state of
art in SIoT navigability [3], [7] problem by developing
a secure and privacy-preserving social neighbourhood

formation protocol.
3) We developed a secure and privacy-preserving data
exchange protocol between two devices who are not
in each other social neighbourhood. This protocol is
secure as it can authenticate ownership of a device. The
protocol ensures that two devices may only engage in
using services provided by each other if there exists a
proper path in the social network between them. The
protocol ensures that the social neighbourhood of these
two devices is not revealed during such a data exchange
between them. We improve upon existing models of trust
computation [11]–[13] among two devices unknown to
each other by allowing two devices to evaluate and
establish trust in each other in a secure and privacypreserving manner.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we discuss
related literature, in section 3 we describe the decentralized
SIoT platform built with blockchain offline channels, in section 4 we present security and privacy analysis fo the SIoT
platform, and we conclude the paper in section 5.
II. R ELATED L ITERATURE
[4] proposed a hierarchical structure of blockchains to
be used in resource-constrained IoT devices. [7] discusses
security and privacy challenges for IoTs. [3] analyses the
navigation problem in social IoTs which aims to find a path in
the social network among the IoT devices to find an IoT with
a specific capability. [8] also investigates navigation problems
in social IoT networks. [9] provides a location-aware service
discovery algorithm for social IoTs. [10] provides security
analysis IoT protocols. [11] proposed a trust computation
algorithm for Social IoTs. [12] provides a decentralised service
discovery algorithm for IoTs. [13] provides a decentralised algorithm for trust evaluation in Vehicular IoTs. [14] provided a
survey on trust management in IoTs. Bitcoin lightning network
was proposed in [15] which allows peers to create and transfer
funds among them without frequently updating the blockchain.
Similar networks are proposed for Ethereum (Raiden network).
[6] proposed a landmark-based routing protocol for fund
transfer in a credit network. [5] enhanced the landmark-based
routing algorithm developed in [6] by reducing the path length
for PBT execution. Our contributions advance the state of the
art in SIoT with a novel method to create a secure, scalable,
and privacy-preserving SIoT platform.
III. SI OT NETWORK USING B LOCKCHAIN O FFLINE
C HANNEL
In this section, we will explain how to use blockchain offline
channels to create SIoT platform.
A. Blockchain Offline Channels
Blockchain offline channels [15] uses multi-signature addresses to open an offline channel among peers of the
blockchain. As shown in figure 1 the procedure to open a
bi-directional offline channel between two peers A and B is
as follows:

A and B need two multi-signature addresses
0
MA,B , MA,B
between them to establish an offline
channel. These addresses need a signature from both to
transfer funds from it.
• First A will create a random string KeyA and produce its
Hash LockB (SHA246). A will send B LockA . B will
do the same.
1
• Next, A will create a Hashed Time Locked Contracts
(HTLC) (a new transaction) as follows:
– Inputs to the new HTLC (HT LCA ) created by A
are unspent transactions funding MA,B .
– Say both peer funds 1 token to MA,B . The HTLCs
are designed to ensure that each party gets 1 token
if they do not change their agreement on sharing the
total fund.
– HT LCA states that, from MA,B 1 token will be sent
to A and 1 token to another multi-signature address
0
0
of MA,B
. From MA,B
all tokens will be sent to B
after 10 days (maybe calculated as the number of
new blocks to be added to the blockchain) if A does
not claim these tokens before 10 days by producing
KeyB .
– Similarly, the HTLC created by B, HT LCB states
that, from MA,B 1 token will be sent to B and 1
0
.
token to another multi-signature address of MA,B
0
From MA,B all tokens will be sent to A after 10
days (maybe calculated as the number of new blocks
to be added to the blockchain) if B does not claim
these tokens before 10 days by producing KeyA .
– After receiving these HTLCs both parties send 1
token to MA,B .
• If A and B want to change the share of MA,B then, new
HTLCs will be exchanged. In order to do so, both peers
first reveal their old keys (KeyA , KeyB ). The offline
channel is opened once funds are sent to MA,B and it
is closed once an HTLC is published to the blockchain
network.
The security problem of the above offline channels are as
follows:
• It is possible that a peer may publish an old HTLC to the
blockchain network. For example, it is possible that the
current agreed sharing of MA,B is .9 tokens should go A
and 1.1 should go to B. But there exists an old HT LCA
which states that both should get 1 token each. Consider
HT LCA is the same as defined as before.
• If B publishes HT LCA then A immediately gets 1 token,
0
remaining tokens go to MA,B
where B waits for 10 days
to get 1 token. However, A can observe this HTLC in
0
the blockchain and can claim all tokens from MA,B
by
providing KeyB . Note that as HT LCA is an old HTLC,
A must have KeyB to create the new HTLCs.
The privacy problems for the above offline channel are
as follows: It is possible to identify the existence of offline
•

1 https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Hash
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Minerx

channels between any pair of peers as the multi-signature
address may be visible by all peers and transactions to and
from such multi-signature addresses are also visible for all
peers.

B. Blockchains and IoT network
It will be assumed that the IoT devices are too computationally challenged to operate the blockchain node. A group
of IoT devices will be part of an IoT network that will
contain one ‘gateway’ node, referred to as ‘agent’ which will
have sufficient computation capability to operate a blockchain
wallet. A blockchain wallet will enable a peer to create and
receive transactions. In this architecture (shown in figure 2) of
connecting IoT networks we assume the following:
1) Peers in the blockchain network can not directly communicate via the blockchain (by sending transactions)
with the sensors on any IoT network.
2) An agent of a blockchain network can communicate with
each sensor of its IoT network. It is assumed that an
adversary can not take control of the agent and can not
disrupt the communications in each IoT network.
3) An IoT device may be controlled by an adversary.
4) The blockchain network is secure, i.e., it is not possible
to overwrite transactions of the blockchain network.
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Fig. 3. Channel constructions among devices. A device will use the gateway
node (who can access the blockchain) to verify the information provided by
another device.

C. Social Neighbourhood: Offline channel among Device
Owners

We construct offline channels among sensors (shown in figure
3) belonging to different IoT networks to facilitate decentralised social neighbourhood formation. Two devices can form
a decentralised social neighbourhood if the following holds:
•

•

Two devices can verify the authenticity of the devices by
verifying the identity of their respective owners and by
verifying such ownership.
Two devices can secure their social neighbourhood by
encrypting their communications with encryption keys
only known by them.

The social association between two devices, i.e., they
communicate with encryption keys only known by themselves should not be identified by any adversary.
We will first construct a new type of offline channels which
will register the encryption keys to be used by the devices.
Owner of IoT networks represented by ‘agents’ of two IoT
networks may open such a channel (shown in figure 4) as
follows:
1) Two peers A and B exchanges a set of locks
1
n
1
n
(LockA
, . . . , LockA
) and (LockB
, . . . , LockB
). They
also exchange tree structures for both sets of locks. The
tree is such that each node except the leaf nodes have
exactly k1 children and there are k2 levels. Hence n =
k1 +(k1 )2 +(k1 )3 +· · ·+(k1 )k2 = k1 (1−k1k2 )/(1−k1 ).
2) The HT LCA from A to B states the following:
a) A will get 1 token immediately from MA,B . Other
0
token will be given to MA,B
.
0
b) B will get 1 token from MA,B
after 10 days if
A does not claim these tokens before 10 days by
producing a set of keys along one shortest path of
the above-mentioned tree over the locks from any
leaf to the root. Such a sequence of keys should
also accompany a set of time-stamped receipts of
keys from A such that each time-stamped lock will
prove that the key was received before the time
deadline for the lock in HT LCA .
c) The protocol shown in the next section, explains
the time-stamped receipts of the keys.
3) Similarly, B constructs and sends HT LCB to A.
4) To update the channel balance, both parties should
exchange a set of keys along with one shortest path of
the above-mentioned tree over the locks from any leaf
to the root.
•
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The time-stamped tree over the locks in each HTLC will be
used by a device owner to distribute encryption keys among
each IoT device it owns which will be part of the SIoT
platform. As shown in figure 4 and 5, there are k1 sub-trees
from each root of the tree over the locks in an HTLC. Keys
corresponding to one sub-tree may be allocated to one IoT
device. Such a device will sequentially use these keys starting
from the keys corresponding locks in the leaf nodes of one
such sub-tree. Note that leaf nodes have the lowest expiry
time as mentioned in the HTLCs, hence these must be used
first. The expiry time of keys is gradually increased with the
level of the tree. In the next section, we will explain how two
IoT devices can use such encryption keys as they form a social
neighbourhood.
D. Social Neighbourhood: Offline Channel among Devices
Two IoT devices DA and DB who belong to IoT networks
with agents A and B respectively can create a social neighbourhood between themselves by following this procedure
(shown in figure 6):

Fig. 4. Channel constructions among agents or between one agent and a
miner of the blockchain network. It allows an agent (gateway node of an
IoT network) to register encryption keys to be used by devices in the IoT
network controlled by the agent in the blockchain. Other devices can verify
the authenticity of another device by checking the existence of the Hash of
the encryption key in the blockchain via its agent.

1) DA and DB can form a social neighbourhood if DA
and DB have an offline channel between them.
2) Let’s assume that the offline channel between the device
owners A and B has HTLCs with lock trees where each
node has k1 children and there are k2 levels. In these
settings, each device owner can distribute keys among
k1 devices. Note that there are k1 sub-trees from the
root node. All locks and key combinations in one such
sub-tree will be assigned to one IoT device in the IoT
network owned by A or B.
3) Let the device DA gets the set of locks
1
k3
(LockA
, . . . , LockA
) and the device DB gets the
1
k3
set of locks (LockB
, . . . , LockB
).
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Fig. 5. Key distribution among the devices in an IoT network. Keys in each
sub-tree can be assigned to one device. Each device can use a unique key
every time they interact with another device from another IoT network.

i
4) DA and DB first exchange locks LockA
∈
j
1
k3
(LockA , . . . , LockA )
and
LockB
∈
1
k3
(LockB
, . . . , LockB
).
5) DA can verify ownership of DB by B by checking the
input transaction from B to MA,B which will include
the set of locks to be used by B in the offline channel
with A.
6) Similarly, DB can verify ownership of DA by A.
j
i
from A and DB will get KeyB
7) Next, DA will get KeyA
from B. They will exchange these keys with existing key
j
to A and DB
exchange protocols. DA will inform KeyB
i
will inform KeyA to B.
i
and DB
8) DA will encrypt its message to DB with KeyA
j
will encrypt its message to DA with KeyB .
9) DA will keep a timestamped message from DB which
will include the following:
a) Most recent blockchain head, i.e., Hash of the most
recent block.
j
b) The key KeyB
.
x
whose time-lock is not expired
c) A new key KeyB
and whose key is not revealed yet.
d) A digital signature of B on the above message.
10) The encryption keys used by DA and DB will be
updated after certain time intervals. The expiry time of
an encryption key is denoted by the lock-time on the
lock of the key in the HTLC contracts among A and B.
j
For example, KeyB
has a time lock 1 Day (measured
in terms of the number of new blocks) then this key is
valid for 1 day and it must be renewed before e day.
11) To renew the encryption key, DB produces the message
mentioned in step 9 to DA and DA does the same.

E. Extending social Neighbourhood
We will use path-based token transfer methods in blockchain
offline channels to facilitate service provision by one device to
another device who are not social neighbours (Shown in figure
7). Let the device DB wants to access the service provided
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Fig. 6. Protocol used by two IoT devices to form a social neighbourhood
between them. A device can check the validity of the encryption key to be
used by another device by checking the blockchain if Hash of such key exists
and if the key has not expired (denoted by time lock in the HTLC).

by the device DA . They are not social neighbours but there
is another device DC who is a social neighbour of both DA
and DB . DB ’s can choose the service provided by DA if the
following holds:
1) It can be proven that DA belongs to A.
2) It can be proven that DA and DB will communicate
with keys that are not previously used.
The procedure used by DA and DB to exchange keys for data
exchange and verifying the above properties is as follows:
1
1) DA informs DB about locks H(LockA
), a random lock
Random LockA , and identity of the owner of DA as
the public key of A. DA will pass this information to
1
A. DB informs DA about locks H(LockB
), a random
lock Random LockB , and identity of the owner of DA
as the public key of A. DB will pass this information
to B.
2) A will find a path to B in the channel network. Assume
that the path is A → C and C → B. A sequence of
HTLCs will be created as follows:

3)

4)

5)

6)

a) HT LC1 created by A and it states that from
the multi-signature address MA,C 1 token will be
given after 10 days if C does not claim this token
before 10 days by producing the key to Random
1
LockB and key to H(LockB
).
b) HT LC2 created by C and it states that from
the multi-signature address MC,B 1 token will be
given after 9 days if B does not claim this token
before 9 days by producing the key to Random
1
LockB and key to H(LockB
).
B will find a path to A in the channel network. Assume
that the path is B → C and C → A. A sequence of
HTLCs will be created as follows:
a) HT LC3 created by B and it states that from
the multi-signature address MB,C 1 token will be
given after 10 days if C does not claim this token
before 10 days by producing the key to Random
1
LockA and key to H(LockA
).
b) HT LC4 created by C and it states that from the
multi-signature address MC,A 1 token will be given
after 9 days if A does not claim this token before
9 days by producing the key to Random LockA
1
).
and key to H(LockA
HT LC1 will be executed by B as it will claim the
tokens from MC,B by producing Keys to Random
1
). These keys will be used by
LockB and H(LockB
C to claim tokens from HT LC2 . After the execution
HT LC2 , A will know key to Random LockB and
1
).
H(KeyB
Similarly, HT LC3 will be executed by A and HT LC4
will be executed by C. The result of these HTLC
executions is B will know the key to Random LockA
1
and H(KeyA
).
After execution of these HTLCs, DA and DB will
1
1
. Previous steps
and LockB
exchange keys to LockA
1
is registered
verify that DA is owned by A and LockA
as a valid encryption key of devices of A. Next, DA
and DB will use these keys to encrypt their messages
as provide service to each other and send data can be
securely exchanged between these devices.

The significance of the above protocol is as follows:
1) A can verify that B owns DB by checking the input
transactions to MB,C . Input transactions to this multi1
signature address will contain lock KeyB
(as shown in
section 3). Similarly B can verify A owns DA .
2) One intermediator peer, in this example C, can not know
the entire path from A to B if the path length is more
than 2 channels. This means the intermediator nodes will
not know that DB wants to use the service offered by
DA .
3) State of art fund routing protocols for blockchain offline
channels such as [5], [6] can be used by A and B to
find a path between them.
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Fig. 7. Protocol used by one IoT device to find another IoT device and
securely verify each other authenticity. This protocol allows devices to
authenticate each other when their agents do not have channel between them.

4) If the protocol is successfully executed then it will mean
there is a path in the SIoT network among the devices.
The length of such a path may indicate the level of trust
between two devices.
IV. A NALYSIS
Theorem 1. The SIoT platform is privacy-preserving as only
a device will know its social neighbours.
Proof. Two IoT devices, DA from A and DB from B can form
a social neighbourhood only using the encryption keys registered in the offline channel between B and A. Hash of such
encryption keys is included in the transactions corresponding
to the offline channel between B and A. Any peer in the
blockchain network can see this transaction but they can not
guess the encryption key as only its Hash is visible. A third

party can not see the social relation between DA and DB
because:
1) If the third party is another device in the same IoT
0
network of DA , say DA
(also owned by A) then it will
not know which device of A got which sets of encryption
keys as A will only reveal a device’s allocated set of
encryption keys to it.
2) If the third party is another device owner say C, then
it will not see the social relation between DA and DB
as it can not guess the encryption key used by DA and
DB .
Theorem 2. The SIoT platform is secure against the following
adversaries:
• Similar to the replay attack on IoTs, an adversary may
use an old encryption keys to access data from a device.
• Similar to the impersonation attack on IoTs, a malicious
device controlled by an adversary may claim to be part
of a specific IoT network and feed false data to another
device.
• Devices owned by agents who are unknown to an agent
A or its neighbour in the social network may access the
devices of A.
Proof. The SIoT platform is secure because:
1) The old encryption key will not be reused. As shown
in figure 6, a device will check the expiry of its key to
be used for encrypting messages to another device. If a
key is expired then it will not be possible to generate the
time-stamped message indicating the time of exchange
of the key. Note that, expiry of a key is indicated by
the number of new blocks. If a message is created after
these numbers of new blocks are created then another
party can verify that the number of new blocks is more
than what is labeled as the expiry date of the key. Thus
expired encryption keys will not be used.
2) A device can verify the authenticity of another device
(via its device owner) by checking if the Hash of the
encryption key is included in the transactions funding the
multi-signature address between its owner and another
owner.
3) A device can verify the existence and length of the path
which connects it to another device. As shown in figure
7, the protocol for finding another device can only work
if there is a path between them.
Theorem 3. The SIoT platform is highly scalable compared
with generic blockchain-based IoT management solutions.
Proof. It takes two transactions to open an offline channel
and one transaction to close it. As shown in figure 4, an
offline channel between two IoT device owners can allocate
k2 encryption keys to k1 devices. Hashes of all these encryption keys are recorded in the blockchain in a transaction.
In the worst case, we may need k1 × k2 transactions (if

one transaction stores one encryption key). In contrast, our
proposed method will only use two transactions to allocate
these encryption keys. This will significantly improve the
scalability of the SIoT platform.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a protocol to form decentralised
SIoT network. We used blockchain offline channels in developing such a protocol. We proved that the protocol is secure
as a device can not lie about its friendship with other devices.
We will extend the outcomes of this paper for SIoT service
discovery methods with location information on the devices.
We will extend this decentralised SIoT network formation
protocol to estimate trust among the devices.
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